University of Kerala

(Abstract)
Kerala University Library-Upgradeation of research section – Sanctioned – Orders issued.

ADMINISTRATION 'A.V' SECTION


Read:(1) Letter NO.M/448/KUL./2012 dated 08.10.2012 from Deputy Librarian-in-charge, University Library.

(2) Minutes of the meeting of the Syndicate held on 18.03.2013.

ORDER

The Deputy Librarian in charge, Kerala University Library vide paper read as above has forwarded the proposals regarding the Problems and Solutions of research section of University Library. The Syndicate vide paper read (2) as above, has resolved to make Campus Library as a research centre, collect Rs 2000/- from science research scholars and Rs 1000/- from other research scholars doing research in KUL & departments per annum towards DDF, to retain the copy of the thesis compulsorily in the research centre, being recommended in open defence, and provide two temporary staff in University Library and one temporary staff in campus library.

Sanction has therefore been accorded by the Vice Chancellor to the following:

(i) To make Campus Library, Kariavattom as a research centre.

(ii) To collect Rs 2000/- from science research scholars and Rs 1000/- from other research scholars doing research in Kerala University Library and Departments of the University per annum towards DDF.

(iii) To retain the copy of the thesis compulsorily in the Library of the Research Centre, if the thesis is recommended in open defence.

(iv) To provide two temporary staff to the Kerala University Library and one temporary staff to the Campus Library, Kariavattom.

Orders are issued accordingly.
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